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Abstract
This paper aims to aid architects, planners, and other interested individuals by understanding the spatial dynamics in a gated 
community, particularly of the Filipino – an endearing nation with an interesting perception of space.
One’s sense of place stems from their past, own family and the generations before him or her. Architecture is not just about the 
building; it is all encompassing and for the most part, for the user. Comprehending Architecture in relation to the individual, and 
in turn the community, will further enhance one’s experience of space and nurture the already rich history in any nation.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of IEREK, International experts for Research Enrichment and Knowledge Exchange.
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1. Filipino Culture
This study explores facets of the culture in community architecture and planning. As with all other cultural 
groups, what is truly Filipino is also a complex concept. Filipinos have become multifaceted due to their extensive 
history, which in so many ways affect their architecture. The following is an excerpt describing the Filipino culture 
by Fernandez (1995):
“As a consequence of the strategic location of the Philippines, and the resulting exposure of the people to a 
wealth of goods and ideas, the Filipinos have enriched the fabric of their culture with fibers that are both of local 
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and foreign origin. The natives have mastered the ability to adopt and adapt, in other words, use fibers of foreign 
origin so that, through the years, such fibers no longer remain foreign but have become part of the local fibers that 
are interwoven with new fibers introduced from foreign lands. Such is the fabric of Filipino culture and that is how 
architecture in the Philippines is to be viewed.” 
1.1. Filipino Family
The best-known characteristic of Filipinos is its families. Theirs is a noisy and colorful household; which is not 
only for the principal family members but also for other relatives and friends. This is one reason Filipinos get 
attached to their homes and generations live in the same house. A family can easily establish themselves in a 
community through time. 
Another quality of Filipinos is not leaving their parents as they age. It is hard to leave home especially if he or 
she is the last of his or her siblings living there. Parents cannot part with their children, and youths are guilt-stricken 
leaving the nest. This desire to surrounding their selves with family and friends, affects greatly how Filipinos move 
in the society. 
1.2. Filipino Home
The bahay kubo is a semi-permanent bungalow made with materials found nearby. Located in the tropics, the 
materials are lightweight to allow for natural ventilation thus effectively cooling the interiors but come rainy season, 
there is sure to be some part of the residence blown off or destroyed. Once the sun shines again they can easily 
repair their house though. They repeat the process of making the same bahay kubo. In this sense the Filipino people 
are resilient to say the least.
Even the use of the space within the traditional Filipino house cannot be singular. There are no partitions, the 
interior is one open area: for dining in the morning, noon, and evening; a sala (living room) for entertaining guests 
in between meals; for napping in the afternoon and finally the whole family sleeps beside each other at night.
2. Philippine Spatial Dynamics
Of all the interesting characteristics of Filipinos, catching the researcher’s interest greatly is the penchant for 
filling spaces. It can be associated with the concept of Horror Vacui, defined as horror of empty spaces or an 
aversion to empty spaces in artistic designs (Merriam-Webster, 2015); but of which De Leon, Jr. (2012) fittingly
identifies as Maximalism.
The typical Filipino home has every wall covered with paintings, photographs, and assorted memorabilia. Every 
nook and cranny in a single room must have some thing. A veranda cannot have just one table and two chairs; it
must also have an altar and so another table, plants, the banga (Filipino earthen jar), and a small rocking horse if 
possible. 
2.1. The Filipino
The study focused on residential communities and the cultural parameters that influenced community 
architecture. The emphasis is on middle-income families, living in gated subdivisions with single detached housing. 
This presents a clearer boundary so that tangible displays of the cultural parameters can be better identified. 
Subtleties of the Filipino’s treatment of space were isolated and further defined based on the many interviews with 
experts, discussions with professionals knowledgeable on architecture and the community, numerous literatures by 
Filipino writers, and related publications on the internet. 
Horror Vacui is a Latin expression, which Praz (1982) used to describe the interiors during the late 1800s 
wherein rooms were filled and walls were covered with a wide variety of objects. Lidwell, Holden, and Butler 
(2010) relates this fear of empty spaces to value perception.
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Horror vacui in the Philippines is based on the economic outlook wherein Filipinos feel that having more is 
definitely better. History has it ingrained in their minds that too much empty space represents deprivation or poverty 
while lavish or lush decoration would indicate wealth or luxury. World War II devastated the country and their 
elders lost so much. They were traumatized and developed the need to acquire more than the necessities whenever 
possible. There is a sense of security knowing one may be able to retain even a little of what they have if in case 
they should go through another terrible event. 
Maximalism is a term used by De Leon, Jr. (2012) in his numerous discussions on Filipino culture and speaks of 
the nation’s inclination to fill up space. He wrote: The common Filipino is a maximalist, filling up every available 
space with forms and things. It springs from an expressive exuberance deeply rooted in emotional sensitivity and the 
strong urge to connect.
The Filipinos have very close family ties and enjoy being surrounded by crowds. They collect for the memories, 
often feeling nostalgic. They are scared of what an empty space means, maybe a deceased loved one or usually 
family staying overseas. To fill the emptiness, Filipinos surround themselves with little trinkets or abubot belonging 
to the persons they miss or mostly reminding them of that loved one. Notable examples would be the beloved lola or 
grandmother’s favorite hand mirror and the pasalubong or souvenir gifts a loved one brings home to his or her 
family most of the time. 
Sayang is loosely translated as “what a waste”. Most of the correspondents of the researcher’s surveys relate the 
term with regret. Common expressions are “pwede pa yan” (that can still be used) and “malay mo magamit pa” (you 
never know, it may still be used). Filipinos feel that an object, whatever it may be, can be used some day. 
Frequently, they find more than one use for these objects – an item does not serve only its intended design but can 
be used in various ways. On this line of thought, this nation sees empty spaces as excess so that every inch must be 
used. 
Abubot is linked with knick-knacks or trinkets. It is a decorative item or ornament, a detail usually useless but 
one holds on to because it was given as souvenir or gift becoming priceless and difficult to part with. Filipinos are 
known to keep most everything as collectibles such as a birthday candle, wedding invitation or a party table’s
centerpiece. 
Burloloy is something that is added to a whole: an accessory, item or detail that completes. It is associated with 
abubot; having lesser importance based on the consultations with professionals from different fields. It is a 
supplement as art, a way of expressing themselves. It is a sign of their individuality, the desire to stand out. It is 
apparent in the Philippine jeepney with their colorful metal bodies and elaborately decorated dashboards. 
2.2. The Gated Community
History has given the Filipino people such vibrant personalities and views on life. The research focused on a 
single theory that is uniquely Filipino with its physical manifestation in the village. The author went through eight 
different gated communities and gathered data pertinent to aspects of filling up space. Diagrams, photos and 
observations that show crowding of space in the subdivisions studied were collected. A brief history of the village 
was also taken to provide better insight and appreciation of the locale. Lastly, residents who were knowledgeable in 
the field of Architecture and Planning provided a deeper understanding of the neighborhood. These first-hand 
experience and personal stories are valuable basis for establishing a sense of place in a community. 
This Filipino characteristic of filling up space, which is apparent in their homes and other personal belongings, 
has extended to the public spaces. The information taken from each subdivision has been reduced to a common 
factor for all the communities studied. The researcher came up with two general concepts for architecture that 
encompasses the different aspects of the combination of maximalism and horror vacui to better appreciate data 
gathered – entireties then bits and pieces. Photos taken from studied villages are presented for reference. 
2.2.1. Entireties – “sayang”
Filipinos always find the need to fill empty spaces and occasionally have as much of something in that given 
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area. Evident in their open spaces are several types of vegetation combined with all possible hardscapes. The study 
presented that one sports court is not enough in any community. There are additional playground fixtures, benches, 
or plant boxes; which is most of the time just entities accumulated over several subdivision administrations leaving a 
legacy behind (figure 1).
Fajardo (1995) points out that Filipinos are inclined to variety. Given a certain area, no matter how small, they 
would like to see assortment and do not favor monotony. She also states that the Filipino culture gives importance to 
what others will say. Filipinos enjoy exchanging stories – a nation who loves getting together.
Villalon (2001) mentions the same concept saying that the Philippine nation has hybrid architecture. This could 
be similarly seen in the Filipino’s fondness for combinations as gathered in this study. Filipinos easily adapt to their 
surroundings and with the changing times – their gardens, for example. Tagura (2006), on the other hand, sees one 
reason for the Filipino’s penchant to fill empty spaces is one’s position in society. This is more often than not a 
reason in most occasions where an individual, family, or organization donates public structures. There is the 
lamppost with the group’s name painted on the base or the entrance marker with a golden plaque on one side 
declaring the individuals who facilitated the construction of such edifice.
a b
c
Fig. 1. (a) BF Homes Quezon City chapel entrance; (b) Carmel 2 Subdivision playground; (c) Christine Village chapel parking.
Another characteristic of the Filipino gated community is the extended entertainment areas, garages and gardens. 
There are tenants who have placed tables and benches, even gazebos on vacant lots across their homes (figures 2a to 
2c). Residents park their cars in the adjacent vacant lots or resort to street parking which could lead to double 
parking even though each home has a garage with ample space (figure 2c). Some cultivate vegetables in the adjacent 
open space. 
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The Filipino culture values every inch of available space. They have multiple functions apparent with the bahay 
kubo and an inclination to crowding due to foreign influences brought about by hundreds of years of colonization. 
Another more fitting reason for these extensions seen in all the gated communities studied would be social power 
wherein most are able to purchase, for instance the latest in outdoor furniture or additional vehicles. For some of 
these homeowners, they would like to show off their latest acquisition. 
Oliveros (1995) credits the Asian heritage for their way of life that embraces the spaces beyond the four walls of 
the Filipino home. No matter how small a space one is given to live in, they need to have Mother Nature within their 
midst. It has also been pointed out by Fajardo (1995) that Filipinos’ houses do not have an interior or exterior. They 
claim spaces with whatever function they need for any particular moment.
a b
c d
Fig. 2. (a) vegetable garden and benches on a vacant lot in Mapayapa 2 Village; (b) Carmel 2 Subdivision; (c) garden on sidewalk and (d) parked 
cars on streets in Katarungan Village Antipolo.
2.2.2. Bits and Pieces – “abubot / burloloy”
Filipinos have difficulty parting with what was given to them and tend to collect and keep everything. Also, they 
like expressing themselves through these little details. Research shows that they have to exert their individuality 
with everything around them while reaching out to the surrounding people because they desire the connection. 
Studied neighborhoods have residences and building with colorful facades, accent walls, and but is not limited to 
some artwork or words of wisdom on the walls. There are intricate designs of markers for common areas plus 
profuse design of amenities (figure 3).
The Philippines is a nation of many influences, Villalon (2001) states that Filipinos have been recipients of 
several cultures resulting to a worldwide holistic community. It is a sweet medley – how they take all these bits and 
pieces and form it into something whole and complete that defines them. They figure things out effortlessly, adapt 
and adopt easily. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Eastville Subdivision parking area pedestrian path to sports courts; multi-purpose halls of (b) Eastville Subdivision; (c) Mapayapa 2 
Village; (d) BF Homes Quezon City.
3. The Filipino Culture of Filling Up Space in a Gated Community
The need to have multiple uses for certain zones shows that the abovementioned modifications and extensions in 
their neighborhood reflect a recognized Filipino quality. It stems from the concept of Bahay Kubo, apparent in the 
Ifugao House and Nipa Hut as well. Filipinos have a need to fill empty spaces. An intriguing fragment of the 
Filipino culture, it outlines their values. They are a people who feel strongly about spaces that have a myriad of uses. 
The Filipino want everything surrounding them filled to the brim to be worthy.
Filipinos have an interesting penchant for maximizing space; which can be attributed to its vast history from 
influential colonizers, their social sovereignty, and their culture and values. As they thrive for social connection, for 
most instances, anything handed to them has significance making it unreasonable for them to let go. This might also 
arise from a quality of Filipinos to treasure what others will say. They would not want to be unkind and dispose of 
gifts. More often than not, they keep most things for the memories.
Transformations materialize as people take residence in a specific place. Over the years, unnoticeable 
developments in the community will be guaranteed. And what has transpired through these years can help determine 
an existence – a tangible proof of the dwellers’ way of life. 
These physical manifestations are small reflections of who the people are in the neighborhood. This more often 
than not reveals a sense of community, a feeling of belonging in that place. Crowding of spaces, a Filipino marker; 
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distinguishes them from others in how they make their place habitable – their very own, an escape from those that 
once invaded their space for so long.
If one were to develop a community for the Filipino, they should focus more on spaces. Of course, further 
research must ensue on its execution. How can one manipulate this subconscious need to fill up spaces to effectively 
build the neighborhood? What specific requirements should the property designer provide? Do they introduce 
guidelines to restrict or do they include certain spaces or systems for extensions?
The Filipino consumer can be viewed as an interesting study in terms of how he perceives his surroundings. 
There is a distinctive Filipino sense of place – the way they live, the place they choose to start their own lives, grow 
and mature as a unit of society whether as a member of a family, a resident of a community, or a productive citizen 
of the country.
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